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Abstract�The classical WKS sampling theorem is a cen�
tral result in signal processing� but it applies to band�limited

signals only� For many purposes� this class of signals is
too narrow� For example� the signals that occur in prac�
tice are invariably of �nite duration� or time�limited� and
often have discontinuities� Clearly� such signals cannot be
band�limited� We consider the problem of approximating

such signals� or other signals not necessarily band�limited�
using sampling series� We do not assume that the sam�
pling instants are regularly distributed� in order to account
for errors due to jitter� To the best of our knowledge� the
problem of obtaining nonuniform sampling approximations
for signals not necessarily band�limited� despite its practi�

cal interest� has not been addressed in the literature� In
this work we introduce a method that leads to sampling ap�
proximations with the required properties� It is shown that
the sampling sums considered are capable of approximat�
ing a wide class of signals� with arbitrarily small L� and L�
errors�

I� Introduction

A sampling series is a series of the form

f�t� �
��X

k���

f�tk��k�t��

The points tk are called the sampling points� and the func�
tion � is called the kernel or the interpolating function� The
WKS theorem asserts that any function f band�limited to
w satis�es�

f�t� �
��X

k���

f

�
k�

w

�
sin�w�t� k �w �	

w�t� k �
w �

� �
�

the convergence being absolute and uniform� An elemen�
tary introduction to sampling theory may be found in �
	�
The survey papers ���	 and the books ����	 give an account
of the �eld� its history� and contain detailed bibliographies�
There are many important results concerning the ap�

proximation of not necessarily band�limited signals by sam�
pling series� These results establish that certain classes of
functions can be arbitrarily well approximated by sampling
expansions� provided that the sampling period ��w is suf�
�ciently small� An excellent and interesting overview of
these results can be found in �	� The review papers men�
tioned above� as well as ���
�	� are among the works that

�A function f � L��R� is band�limited to w if its Fourier transform
vanishes outside ��w� w��

somehow address this problem� We stress that these works
consider uniform sampling only�
In this work we study nonuniform sampling expansions

for not necessarily band�limited functions� The method
used is an extension of the method introduced in �
�	� as
presented in �
�	� We study the approximation properties
of such sampling series� having in mind the e�ect of jitter�
and the behavior of the L� and L� approximation errors�
for speci�c kernels�

II� The sampling approximations

Let f � L�� and consider the convolution

fw�t� �

Z ��

��

f�� �K�t � � � d��

where the kernel K is a function of at least one parameter
w� such that fw � f as w��� There are many kernels K
that share this property� the most common example being
the sinc kernel

K�t� �
sinwt

�t
� ���

We will also consider

K�t� �
cos�wt�� cos��w � a�t	

�at�
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�t	 sin�at���
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and the sinc�squared kernel
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In these cases fw� which approaches f in the L� norm� also
converges in the point�wise sense to f �provided that� for
example� f has bounded variation��
The main idea of our method follows from the possibility

of approximating f � L� by fw� to any prescribed toler�
ance� by takingw su�ciently large� The function fw is then
approximated by a nonuniform sampling series� whose co�
e�cients are the samples of f itself�
Theorem �� Let f � R� R be a continuous function of

bounded variation vanishing outside ��� 
	� Denote by ftig
any N reals such that

i� 


N
� ti �
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�

for 
 � i � N � and let

fw�t� �

Z �

�

f�� �K�t � � � d�� ���

Consider the sampling series

sN �t� �



N

NX
k��

f�tk�K�t� tk��

Then�

jfw�t� � sN �t�j �
VfkKk� � Vk�t�kfk�

N
� ���

where k � k� denotes the L� norm� and Vk�t� denotes the
variation of the function k�x� � K�x� t� for x � ��� 
	�
It turns out that� for the kernels mentioned above� Vk�t�
is bounded by a quantity that depends on w but not on
t� This means that� given � 	 �� it is possible to pick N
such that jfw�t� � sN �t�j � �� Under these circumstances
the sampling series yields a uniform approximation of fw�
to within ��
It is a simple matter to deal with functions f whose

support is contained in a compact interval �a� b	� other than
��� 
	� It is slightly less straightforward� but nevertheless
possible� to account for discontinuous signals f of bounded
variation�
For the sinc kernel it can be shown that�����fw�t� �




N

NX
k��

f�tk�
sin�w�t� tk�	

��t� tk�

����� �
O�w logw�

N
� ���

for � � t � 
� If t is outside ��� 
	 the approximation is
O�w��N � If the kernel is of bounded variation� as the ker�
nel ���� for example� the approximation becomes asymp�
totically better� In fact� for any t������fw�t��

w

��N

NX
k��

f�tk�

�
sin�w�t� tk�	

��t � tk�

������� �
O�w�

N
� ���

Similar results hold for other bounded variation kernels�

III� Approximation errors� jitter

In this section we investigate the error that arises when a
signal f is approximated by the sampling sums considered
above� The error is analyzed using both the L� and L�
norms�
Theorem �� Given � 	 �� there exist w and N such

that the sampling series sN di�ers from f by less than � in
the L� norm� This statement is true for any of the kernels
mentioned�

Proof� Clearly�

jf�t� � sN �t�j � jf�t� � fw�t�j� jfw�t� � sN �t�j

� jf�t� � fw�t�j�
O�w�

N
�

Take any two positive numbers 
 and � whose sum does
not exceed �� Now take w so large that

jf�t� � fw�t�j � 
�

and N so large that

jf�t� � sN �t�j � ��

Then
jf�t� � sN �t�j � 
� � � ��

We now consider the approximation error in the L� norm
in ��� 
	� Recall that the norm is de�ned by kfk� �R �
�
jf�t�j� dt� For simplicity we consider only the sinc ker�

nel�
Theorem �� Given � 	 �� there exist w and N such

that the sampling approximation sN �sinc kernel� di�ers
from f by less than � in the L� norm in ��� 
	�

Proof� In this case�

kf � sNk � kf � fwk� kfw � sNk�

We evaluate each term separately� On one hand�

kf � fwk �

�Z �

�

jf�t� � fw�t�j
� dt

����
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a quantity that tends to zero as w � �� On the other
hand� since

jfw�t�� sN �t�j
� � c�

w� log�w

N�
�

it is true that

kfw � sNk �

�Z �

�

jfw�t� � sN �t�j
� dt

����

� c
w logw

N
�

Therefore

kf � sNk �

�
�

Z
�

w

j �f���j� d�

����
� c

w logw

N
�

Take any two positive numbers 
 and � whose sum does
not exceed �� By taking w su�ciently large� the �rst term
can be made smaller than any prescribed positive number

� Once w is �xed� proper choice of N can render the
second term smaller than any � 	 ��
We have some remarks to add to these results�
The �rst remark concerns the e�ect of jitter� It is felt

only in the term
jfw�t�� sN �t�j�

for which the upper bounds given in the previous section
are valid� For the sinc kernel� this term is O�w logw��N
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Fig� �� L� error versus bandwidth w� The sampling sum has a
constant number of points and uses the sinc kernel�
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Fig� �� L� error versus bandwidth w� The sampling sum has a
constant number of points and uses the sinc kernel�

inside ��� 
	� whereas for kernels of bounded variation it
is O�w��N � The e�ect of the jitter is not experimentally
apparent unless N is comparatively low �as N � � the
sum sN approaches fw uniformly��
The second remark is concerned with the behavior of

the approximation error as function of w� for a �xed N � It
follows from the previous results that the approximation
error� measured using the L� or the L� norms� achieves a
minimum value as a function of w� Indeed� the total error
is the sum of two components� one of which decreases when
w increases� whereas the other is an increasing function of
w� This behavior is clearly seen in �gures ��
�
The last remark has to do with the extension of the re�

sults given so far to signals g of bounded variation that do
not necessarily vanish outside ��� 
	� Can such signals be
approximated by sampling sums of the type considered�
The answer is yes� It is su�cient to take

h�t� �

�
g�t� jtj � R�
� jtj 	 R�

that is� a truncated version of g� If R is su�ciently large�
then kg � hk is small in the L� norm� Now consider the

signal de�ned by f�t� � h�R��t � 
�	 for t � ��� 
	� and
f�t� � � for other t� The signal f can be approximated by
a sampling sum like ��� or ���� The parameters N and w
can always be selected to keep the L� approximation error
less than any given �� Since h�t� � f ��t �R���R	� and

f�t� �



N

NX
k��

f�tk�
sin�w�t� tk�	

��t � tk�
�

it follows that

h�t� �
�R

N

NX
k��

h��k�
sin�W �t� �k�	

��t� �k�
�

where �k � �Rtk � R� and W � w
�R

� This concludes the
argument� andshows how the sampling sums can be used
to approximate L� functions of bounded variation�
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